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INTRODUCTION

interest groups of users, and to fully do
j1.lSticc to the second law of library science
without violating the third and fifth law, is in
sbaring library resources at local, national,
regional and intemationallevels.

Information is a basic condition for growth
and development. We certainly cannot develop without infonnation backup. Resource
sharing it is submitted. can deliver the
goods.

SCOPE OF RESOURCE SHARING

PERSPECTIVE

For the sake of brevity the elements that
make up the scope of resource sharing will
just be enumerated as being Cooperation
acquisition: Book excbange; Cooperative
storage: Cooperation in technical processing
of materials; Cooperative binding;
Cooperative training: Cooperation in
reference and documentation services: and
interlibrary lending.

The Library as a term and when used to
refer to the various kinds of repositories of

valuable information is a social institution
and as such its the prime duty of librarians
or the managers of information centres to
meet the need for mental food of each
potential reader Vlsltmg the library.
Ranganathan's second law of library science

"Every reader his/ber book points in the
same direction. However. in the present era
when the wave front of knowledge is
expanding with a terrific speed and a lot of
M

THE MODERN LIBRARY
The changing information needs of people
and society have completely resbaped the
insrirution of the library. The traditional
hardbound "book II has been overshadowed
by other forms of records of knowledge
wbich have a capacity of enonnous coverage.
quick reference, easy storage and simple
transportation. These include all kinds of
films. images and phono recording microdocuments, computer diskettes, maps and
compact discs. These and other forms of
documents like pampblets. newspapers,
handouts. posters, etc, are all covered in the
modem definition of books as records of
knowledge. carriers of infonnation or
sources of infonnation.

literature is being generated allover the
world daily. as well as the fact that the tastes
of users vary. it is almost impossible for any
library, however large it may be to be self
sufficient and to cater to all the needs of its

clientele. Moreover, the third law of library
science "Every book its reader" combined
with the fifth law "Library is a growing
organism" ties down the bands of the
information manager wben it comes to book
selection and the attendant constraints such
as limited funds, storage, space, plus staff
needed for the upkeep of the materials. The
situation forces the librarian to leave out
materials not in frequent demand needed
occasionally by certain readers. The only
solution to the problems of meeting the needs
of occasional potential readers or special

Whereas in the past readers used to VISit
libraries to read books on the premises under
restricted usage. now the situation is
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b) TIle informmoo explosion which Iw led

different. ibey DOW don't necessarily come
the library to feOId but to seek information
which they arc most likely to let by

prolifer.rtioo of ' informa.tion
materials. too many for even the richest
cbe

to

[0

referring to a1ma.nacs. directories. biblio-graphies. indexes. abstracts. encyclopaedias.
absrracts and any other kind of documems or
databases. of by simply enquiring from the

centre to acquire.
c) A need for good economic policy to
avoid dupliatioD of resources. This calls
for asrute coordination in the: planning
and manaeement of libraries and
infornwion centres so that available
resources are maximally exploited to

reference personnel. They don't even necessarily have to comt physicalJy if they have
access 10 communication means by whicb to
reach our for reference service. Librarians
have changed from dealing just with readers
to dealing with users of information.

maximum econoaLic advantage.
d) Through resource sharing. the dire need
for the coveted Universal Availability of
Information (UAI) can be achieved siDee

The librarian who was rraditionally CODsidered as a custodian of books has transformed inro an information expen.
No
wonder the phrase ~informatiOD specialisl~ is
now more commonly used in reference to
librarians. The librarian now demands more
rigorous rraining and a strong academic

there will be aIJ round access

dings

of

cooperaling

IO

the hoJ-

centres

or

institutions .

PRE-REQUISITE FOR RESOURCE

bad:ground.

SHARING

The library which was previously a triniry of
books. staff. and readers has now been
transformed into a trinity of sources of
information. information specialists. and
users of information.

Cooperation in information exchange can
only be realized if proper bibliographic
control is ensured and informalion resource
sharing through an appropriarely ¥rive
networking mechanism is implemented. This
concept suggestS that every available piece of

This new phenomenon is a result of specialized information needs of users. the
increase in technology as an aid in infor·
mation processing. the increase in the
amounr of infollbalion cominuaHy generated,
the prevalent competition in the field of
science and tethnology. and most vitally. the

information such as in the relevant diSCipline

need for
interchange

of veterinary science must be made
accessible at any given time wherever and
whenever. without hindrance or barriers.
For our specific needs as animal health
information professionals. the major prerequisiteS would be:

wOrldwide cooperation for
of information to
avoid

duplication of research .

of all locally produocd
information usin£ the mechanisms facilitated by the legal deposit acts of our
various countries.
Colleaion

IMPORTANCE OF RESOURCE SHA·
RING

Resource sharing is imperative today because

2 Crealicm and maintenance of lists of serial
pUblications .

of:
a) inadequate budgets which means no
library/information centre bas sufficient
funds to acquire all the awerials
necessary to satisfy its users ' needs.

3

Compilation and updating of holdings in

standard machine-readable fonnat.
4 A vailabilil)' of directories of subject libraries and information resource centreS in
the AfriC21l. region.

Amon, identified alternatives is resource
sharing.
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perfS. media technology experts, library

5 Agreed standards for information
management and administration
commensurate as well as compatible with
international standards.

planners. etc.

3 Physical resources: equipment used in
processiDg information.

6 Formal or informal agreements amongst
us for cooperation in exchange of
information.

TOOLS OF RESOURCE SHARING

Resource sharing can be facilitated and
implemented with cenain basic tools. These
tools of resource sharing can also be viewed
as mechanisms through which resource sharing is implemented. They involve information on the existence of libraries or information cenrres, the creation of bibliographic
records and the means of locating which
materials are in which cenrres. These tools
include library/information directories which
refer to libraries and other related centres
giving details of their names. physical
address including telephone/fax/telex or email, etc. The tools will also include union
lists. accession lists. and communication
systems. Qualified and experienced staff are
basic requirements in achieving an effective
venture.

7 Use of efficient information communication systems and technology.

8 A work force of appropriately trained information professionals.

9 Facilities for both formal and informa1
information training.
RESOURCE SHARING PROSPECTS
FOR THE REGION
If resources of all our libraries are teChnically consolidated together. the users will
have access to an enormous amount of
information. In a like manner if resources
other than information e.g. technical knowhow. equipment. communication facilities.
and specialized services are put together as
well and made available for sharing through
formal and informal agreements, the parmers
in the arrangement will enjoy many more
facilities without spending proponionate
amounts of money. This though may seem
to be loaded with a biased advantage for the
poorer panners but then in the spirit of a
global aspiration toward the attainment of a
more balanced growth in the region, the
richer panners ought to regard it as an
honourable contribution toward worldwide or
on a lesser and more modest though relevant
note, regional development.

CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL
RESOURCE SHARING
Resource sharing can go far beyond sharing
of available resources if the will to cooperate
is present.
There are a number of conditions for
resource sharing but the most imponant of
them all is the clearly identified "need for
resource sharing. If the need does not exist
there is no reason why one should bother to
design resource sharing and netWorking
arrangements. It is important to note here
that the main factors responsible for the need
for resource sharing are limited finances,
large amounts of -infonnation. increasing
research activity. information technology
development, costs of infonnation specialists,
and occasional physical needs of infonnation
units.
M

The resources which may be mutually shared
could include:
Information sources: books, periodicals.
films, video cassettes, audio tapes.
compact discs. computer diskettes, maps,
pamphlets, microfilm, microfiche. etC.

RECOMMENDATION
2 Human resources: information tecbnology
experts. cataloguers, indexers and abstractors. bibliographers, infonnation
marketing experts. communication ex-

If the need is viewed to be present and the
will to share has been implanted (assuming it
has been absent) then 1 would like to suggest
17

4 UNE. M.B . (ed.) 1990.
Acodemic
library .....,......,~ London. BC p147159.

that this congregation embark. on an
experimental project to gauge the
possibilities of successes, problems. and
logistics of resource sbariDg. The production
of a union lisl of serials of all our individual
libraries and information centres, which
would be held by all of us and would
evenrually have to be regularly updated
would be a good srartinZ POinI in 3 venture
of this nature.

S LWANGA. T.K. 1972 I=rlibrary c0operation in East Africa.: initial Stages of
co-operWO!!.
Earl African Library
Association BuUoin 21. 5-16.

6 PARKER. 1.S. (ed). 1983. Aspects of
library development planning. London.

CONCLUSION

Mansell. p74-92.

The sharing of resOurces among Hbraries has
become a necessity today on account of a
growing IDurual interdependence created by
the explosion of knowledge and ever
accelerating technology. No single library
can have alJ me liter3rure W3[ might be asked
for by its users. The problem can be tack.Jed
through a well-planned programme for

7 PETER. H. (ed.) 1982. Library training
in Eastern, CenD'"al and Southern Africa.
A reader compiled at the DSE worksbop
in c.cachine- rrwerim in Hbra:ry n-a.ining.
Berlin West 1-9 Sept. 445.

sharing library resources at local, national
and imernationallevels. The help of modern
[echnology especia:J1y the computer can be
used in the preparation of union catalogues
and dissemination of information. The need
of the hour is to implement the various
cooperative progranunes in earnest and to
overcome the constraints and impediments
coming in the way of librarians with
determination and missionary zeal .
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